In big data mining analysis, the data records in the dataset are randomly retrieved. The distributed storage modes, such as BigTable, HBase, provide the cache policy for file blocks in retrieval operations. Since these records are scattered in different file blocks, the block cache does not have a high hit rate. To deal with the above problem, an LRU-based double queue K-frequency cache method (DLK) is proposed. The method presents a double queue storage structure, applying different storage and eviction rules for the data with varying access frequency (i.e., high/low access frequency). While the method divides the memory into data area and list area and adopts different data structure to reduce the time of data retrieval and data processing. The experimental results show that proposed method can reduce retrieval time by 30% with the cache mechanism. Compared with existing methods, DLK can improve the hit rate by 60.1% and reduce the retrieval time by 43.5%. While applying in smaller cache capacity, our method outperforms other algorithms.
Introduction
In the mining analysis of big data, the data usually has the characteristics of hot and cold spot: 20% of the data is frequently accessed during the retrieval process, and the remaining 80% of the data is less frequently accessed. In order to improve the performance of retrieval of data and reduce I/O operations of disks, the hot spot data is generally replicated and stored in memory during data storage which is called cache. Distributed storage modes such as BigTable [1] , HBase [2] provide cache for file blocks. For example, HBase uses the local file system or the HDFS of Hadoop [3] as the storage support, and caches the file block into the BlockCache [4] to improve the retrieval efficiency.
In big data mining analysis, the data retrieving is usually for records, scattered and random. The cache of file blocks in the sequential read environment can bring a high hit rate and improve the efficiency of query. However, when faced with the decentralized and random read environment, it is not efficient and suitable for the file block-based cache strategy.
To solve the above problem, this paper studies and establishes a record-oriented cache structure in a distributed storage model, and proposes an LRU-based double queue K-frequency cache method (DLK). Extensive experiments are performed to show the effectiveness of the proposed method.
The contribution of this paper is summarized.
(1) A record-oriented cache structure is established in distributed storage model.
(2) A record-oriented cache method is proposed. The method uses a dual LRU queue to distinguish the data access frequency, and the cached data is further divided into high access frequency data and low access frequency data.
(3) The memory is divided into data area and list area, and the cache data are stored in different area respectively. It can improve the speed of the data retrieval and the efficiency of replacement
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, related work is discussed. The problem is defined, and the DLK method is proposed in Section 3. After that, Section 4 shows the result of experiment. Finally, we conclude the paper in Section 5.
Related work
Now, cache is widely applied to the operating system, CPU, database, CDN and other fields. A large number of scholars have studied the replacement algorithm, and classic replacement algorithms are LRU, FIFO, OPT [5] and so on, among which LRU is the most commonly used replacement algorithm. However, there are some shortcomings in LRU algorithm. When access sequence has a looping feature and access interval is greater than cache capacity, the page jitter may cause lower hit ratio. What's more, the algorithm of LRU only focuses on the time of data retrieval rather than data frequency, which is an obstacle for applying LRU widely.
Based on LRU algorithm, LRU-K [6] algorithm adds an retrieval-history sequence, in which the sequence doesn't store the cached data, but save the index of data. When data appearing in the retrieval-history queue has reaches K times, the data is put into the cache. While K is 1, LRU-K algorithm is LRU algorithm. And the larger K is, the higher hit ratio gets, but the lower adaptability of the algorithm is. The authors propose k=2 for a decent trade-off of performance and overhead. Although LRU-K increases impact of data retrieve frequency on replacement by using the retrieval-history sequence, retrieval-history sequence will take up much cache space. If the length of historical sequence is too short, the hit ratio is decreased, otherwise, the cache space becomes smaller, affecting cache efficiency.
Johnson et al. [7] proposes a 2Q algorithm that is based on two cache queues. If the data is retrieved, it will be cached in the first queue. When the data in the first cache queue is retrieved again, it will move the data from the first cache queue to the second one. LRU algorithm is used for two cache queues. The second queue of the 2Q algorithm directly discards the eliminated data using the LRU policy, but when the data is accessed periodically, page jitter tends to occur.
Zhou et al. [8] proposes Multi-Queue (MQ) algorithm by using multi LRU queues. If the data in the queue is retrieved more than 2 times, it is promoted to the next queue until the data all in the last queue. In order to prevent the data from being eliminated forever, the data needs to be moved from the current queue to the previous queue when the data is not accessed within the specified time range. Instead of eliminating the data directly, the cached data is removed from the cache queue and placed in the visit retrieval queue; if the requested data is hit in the retrieval-history queue, the data priority is calculated and moved to the appropriate level of cache queue. However, the MQ algorithm is complex and has high execution overhead and the delay is high in real-time system. ARC algorithm [9] is a dynamic cache algorithm, which uses two LRU queues L1 and L2 for caching data. However, the capacity of the two queues is dynamically changed. The one-to-one correspondence between L1 and L2 is the two retrieval-history queues H1 and H2. The same as LRU-K, the two history queues also do not cache data. The new required data is put into L1 according to the LRU algorithm. While the data in L1 is visited again, the data is moved into L2 queue. The data index is put into the corresponding H1 and H2, when L1 and L2 eliminate data. When the data in H1 is accessed, the ARC algorithm considers that the capacity of L1 is insufficient, the capacity of L2 is reduced by 1, and the capacity of L1 is increased by 1. And when the data in H2 is retrieved, the same as H1. Both ARC and LRU-K need more storage space, and ARC algorithm are more complex and costly to replace.
Hongbin Tsai et al. [10] proposes a Time-shift least recently used (TSLRU) algorithm, that calculates the data access frequency in a period. TSLRU uses two data structures FIFO queue storing the recently retrieved data, and min heap storing the re-retrieved cached data. Using the different data structures caching data ensures that different retrieval-frequency data has different cache lifetime. As the TSLRU algorithm needs to maintain the min heap structure, it takes a long time to adjust the heap structure while inserting or deleting data.
Sai Huang et al. [11] puts forward a dynamic cache algorithm LARC based on the SSD(Solid State Drives). LARC also caches data by blocks, which divides blocks into mediocre block and popular block. The mediocre block is not considered into the cache, which reduces the data volume of SSD and promotes performance and durability. In order to ensure the higher hit ratio of LARC, the popular block is cached into SSD. As a prerequisite to reduce overhead, LARC algorithm can dynamically adjust to accommodate different types of workloads. Hence, the LARC algorithm needs SSD hardware's support, which can't be used in hardware environment without SSD. At the same time, LARC algorithm has disadvantages of ARC algorithm.
In a distributed environment, scholars also have conducted extensive research. For example, Top-K based on distributed memory in HiBase, an algorithm for index hotspot data cache replacement proposed by Wei Ge et al. [12] , is established to cache index data and improve index query efficiency. The core idea of TOP-K is to use the "access-to-insert" strategy to make full use of the cache space. When the cache space is full and a replacement operation needs to be performed, the cumulative heat score is performed for each piece of data through the data access frequency and the heat attenuation coefficient, and the data with the lower cumulative heat score is eliminated and removed from the cache. But in the environment where the data access frequency is almost the same, the operation of swapping in and out is drastically increased, resulting in a drop in the hit rate. Jing Zhang et al. [13] adapt a real-time cloud service-oriented cache system. A distributed cache layer based on the LRU algorithm is added to the Hadoop distributed file system to cache files. Its cache system still has the weakness of LRU, which pays no attention to the data access frequency.
In an application environment with high real-time requirements, when the replacement strategy is too complicated, it will increase the response time. Considering the frequency of data access and use of double queues, this paper organizes cached data to ensure that data with high retrieved frequency could be stored into cache space and not easily eliminated. In the cache space, the indexes of cache data and the cached data are respectively organized using different data structures, and the data search and the corresponding cache replacement operations are implemented in an asynchronous manner to reduce the query response time for search quickly.
3. An LRU-based Double Queue K-frequency Cache Method
Cache Architecture
This paper proposes a two-layer cache architecture, which includes the cache layer and the data layer. The cache layer stores hot data. The data layer stores origin data in a distributed environment. Figure 1 illustrates the cache architecture and operation flow of data retrieval. The client sends a retrieval request to cache layer. If the data is found directly in the cache, cache layer will return these results to client, meanwhile trigger an asynchronous operation in order to update the related attributes of the data in the cache. If no data is found, the request is redirected to the data layer for retrieval. After returning the retrieval result to client, an asynchronous update operation is triggered and the result is updated into the cache. 
Double Queue K-frequency Cache
First of all, this paper agrees that a row in data set is a record. The BlockCache strategy uses blocks as a basic unit for reading data to improve read performance. However, the BlockCache strategy aims to improve system-oriented read and write performance. Consequently, when reading records randomly in data set, the BlockCache strategy does not bring about a high hit rate.
In this paper, an LRU-based double queue K-frequency cache method is proposed, named DLK. Unlike LRU, DLK uses two LRU queues (L1 and L2). Records in cache have two special properties: timestamp and k. timestamp is the last access time of the record. k is access times which the record was accessed during its lifetime in cache, the minimum value of k is 1. Record, timestamp and k constitute a basic unit of caching data within the cache space, shown in Equation (1). <record, timestamp, k>
When the record is accessed for the first time in a time slot, put it into the L1. If in a certain time period, this record is retrieved for K max times, then move it into L2. The value of K max is specified by the user. Records in L1 and L2 are all evicted according to the LRU algorithm. Different from LRU, the evicted record in L2 moves into L1 as a time -sequentially ordered, and reset k value to the average of the previous and next record's k in the L1. For example, the record R m needs to be evicted from L2, then insert it into L1 according to timestamp T m , ensuring that the timestamp of all records in L1 remains in descending order. Besides assuming that R m is inserted into the position i in L1, k of R m is calculated according to Equation (2).
Figure (2) shows the operation flow of caching record. When a record R request is retrieved, there are three situations.
(1) If it misses in cache, put the R request into L1, and set k of R request to 1. If L1 is full, before storing R request , it is necessary to evict corresponding data in L1 based on LRU algorithm to leave enough space.
(2) If it is found in L1, R request 's k adds 1. When k reaches K max , R request is evicted from L1, then insert it into L2. If L2 is full, select an evicted record according to LRU algorithm, and move it to L1 in the corresponding position as described above, and reset k according to formula 2. When k is less than K max , update it according to LRU algorithm.
(3) If R request is found in L2, then update L2 according to LRU algorithm. Fig. 2 The operation flow of cache layer.
Organization Architecture of Records in Memory
Organization architecture of data in memory determines retrieval efficiency. LRU algorithm uses queue to store data, which time complexity is O(log(n)). In order to achieve efficient retrieval, this paper divides the memory into a data area and a list area, as depicted in Figure ( Data area use key-value structure to store data. Every record has a unique identifier, denoted as RowKey. When constructing key-value, use RowKey as the key, and the value is the serialized record. Due to key-value structure is used to store data, retrieval only depends on the Rowkey, time complexity of DLK is O(1). Similarly, store k and timestamp as the same way.
In list area, two LRU queues are used to store record information of all cached records, which store the RowKeys instead of storing entire records. The records organized by LRU queues is efficient to determine which record is evicted.
Experimental Evaluation

Experimental Setup
In this paper, HBase is used as the data layer and set up a cluster with five PCs. HBase uses Hadoop's HDFS file system and the cache layer uses Redis for memory storage management. The node configuration and software version parameters of the cluster are shown in Table 1 . The data set used in the experiment is an online transaction record of bank, with a total of 1737,044 records and a CSV file of 909MB. In the experiment, according to the data retrieval characteristics of data analysis and model establishment, 20,000 pieces of data are extracted, and an ordered access sequence with high and low frequency uniformly distributed is generated, with a length of 15 sequences. In order to prove the effectiveness of the proposed method, we compare it with LRU, LRU-K and 2Q. Besides, we repeat the experiment several times and average for each operation of the same algorithm, ensuring the stability of the results. And use three different sizes of cache capacity of 6000, 8000, and 1000.
Hit Rate
In the comparative experiment of the hit rate, the hit rate hr can be calculated as Equation (3). Figure (4) depicts the comparative results of hit rates. The results show that the hit rate of 2Q is not larger than DLK's. The reason is that the second-level LRU of 2Q evicts the data directly, whereas the DLK evicts the data from second-level queue (i.e. L2) and insert it into the first-level queue (i.e., L1). DLK considers the data in the second-level queue is more likely to be retrieved again. LRU-K needs to maintain a retrieval-history sequence, therefore the available cache capacity is less than other algorithms. Moreover, when the data retrieval interval is greater than the LRU-K retrieval-history sequence length, the data cannot be cached into memory. Figure 4 Hit rate.
Retrieval Time
The retrieval time refers to the time spent querying the entire retrieval data sequence, which is directly related to the hit rate. When the retrieval data is hit in the cache, the result is returned directly, saving the time of I/O and seeking in disk. Figure (5) shows the data series retrieval time using cache algorithms and no cache algorithm. The No Cache in Figure 5 indicates that the cache is not used, BlockCache indicates that only the LRU-based block cache method provided by HBase is used, DLK indicates that only the record-oriented double queue K-frequency cache method of this paper is used, and both indicates that both the BlockCache method and the DLK method are used simultaneously. As seen from Figure 5 , the retrieval time is less after using the cache. The record-oriented cache method is superior to the file-oriented BlockCache method. The DLK and the BlockCache work best when using it simultaneously. Figure 5 Retrieval time of using cache and no cache. Figure 6 shows the comparative results of different cache algorithms. The experiments of each cache algorithm are performed under the condition that the HBase BlockCache is closed. As can be seen Figure 6 , the retrieval time of the DLK is the shortest, because DLK with a higher hit rate requires less retrieval time. Figure 6 Retrieval time of using different cache algorithm.
Replacement Cost
The replacement cost refers to the time cost of replacing and updating the data in the cache. Although many algorithms are improved based on LRU, and the hit rate is improved, the LRU implementation method is simpler and the replacement cost is lower. Thus, LRU is still widely used. From Figure 7 , it can be seen that LRU has the lowest replacement cost. The replacement cost of DLK is slightly higher than LRU. However, considering the hit rate, there is a clear improvement in the DLK, so it is acceptable to have a small loss in the replacement cost. LRU-K needs to maintain historical access queues, and the time it takes to count the number of occurrences of a record in the historical access queue is related to the length of the historical access queue. The longer the historical access queue, the longer the search takes, hence the replacement cost of LRU-K is relatively high. 
Conclusion
A double frequency queue K cache replacement algorithm for record is proposed, which makes up for the lack of attention to data access frequency on the basis of LRU and adopts different queues to cache different access frequency data. When DLK evicts the data which is in the second-level list, the data is not evicted directly, whereas this method changes it to a low frequency access data and inserts it in the appropriate location of first-level list according to the access time. The memory into data area and list area are divided to enhance the performance of the query operation, and split the retrieval operation and replacement operation to update cache asynchronously. Our comprehensive experimental evaluation shows that this method significantly improves the hit rate and query time.
As the future work, we will continue to improve this work in two directions: (1) reducing the replacement cost of DLK. (2) Adding the prediction of cache data to achieve the pre-stored of data, while improving the hit rate.
